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Разработка к видео “School uniform good or bad” 10 класс 

1. What is the definition of school uniform given in the video?(Outfit for educational institutions) 

2. Which countries were mentioned by the girl when she spoke about international school 

uniform?(South Korea, the USA, Finland, Brazil, Cambodia, Denmark, Germany, Russia) 

3. What characteristic did she give to Finnish education?(as the best in the world) 

4. Which countries don’t have school uniform?( Finland,  Denmark, Germany) 

5. What did she say about Russian uniform?(Soviet school uniform is in fashion, we should say not 

all the year round , just 2 days in the 11 grade) 

6. What does Jason McCartney think about school uniform?(He supports it, cause it gives a sense 

of identity about your school, it’s easy, you don’t have to think what to wear) 

7. What is Dr. Murphy’s opinion?(pupils become much more independent) 

8. What is Duncan Train’s opinion?(discipline would go down without school uniform) 

9. How does Mrs. Kay describe 2 first weeks of her daughter’s school life without school 

uniform?(it was like an explosion of clothes, everything was laying down on the floor of her room, but 

after 2 weeks she became wearing jeans ) 

10. What does the girl Grace by name say about her feelings to uniform? (you feel like in prison) 

11. What do parents think about school uniform? (it’s cheap, quick, you don’t use time to think 

what to wear ) 

12. What did they wear when they studied at school? (blazers, trousers, shirts, white socks, shoes) 

13. Who should decide what to wear at school?(school councils together with pupils and teachers) 

14. When can dress regulations become relaxed?(at a college and a university) 

15. What is a traditional value of school uniform?(it helped children from poor families who couldn’t 

afford expensive clothes not to feel different and left down,  it gives the same look to all the pupils and 

creates corporate identity) 

 


